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ResponSight is a data science company focused on the challenge of enterprise Cybersecurity
risk measurement over time, ranging in scope from single-endpoint to organization-wide
risk. Our products employ state-of-the-art machine learning and artificial intelligence to
develop detailed and accurate profiles of machines, departments, and enterprises.
While traditional systems actively search for known threats, ResponSight’s approach focuses
on learning user and machine activity. ResponSight performs analytics using activity metrics
and statistical data to determine activity and behavioural fingerprints. Our solution
responds rapidly to complex and potentially subtle changes in these fingerprints on a
machine and across the enterprise, providing real-time visibility of risk to both security
operations and executives.
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Introduction
Historically, a walled garden approach was used to minimize enterprise Cybersecurity risk. This involved
defining strict rules (i.e., walls) regarding allowed activity, processes, and access while monitoring for
specific undesirable behaviours or activities [1]. Due to the heavy dependence of modern enterprises on
technology, constant interaction with the internet, and the ever-growing array of productivity and taskspecific software becoming available, that approach is no longer feasible. Allowing end-users the freedom
to define their own workflow is crucial for productivity in today's competitive environment. However,
working environments such as this make measurement of exposure to cyber risk challenging. Increasingly,
enterprises are looking for ways to grant autonomy and freedom of use to their employees while
maintaining both visibility of their inherent level of risk and a high level of protection against nefarious
activity.
Furthermore, current and traditional signature, heuristic, and dynamic adaptive rule-based approaches to
threat detection, in which security software looks for known patterns in an attempt to identify malware,
are losing relevance. Hacker and criminal entities are using far more rapidly evolving techniques, making
the majority of threats novel [1, 2]. Current examples include ransomware and other cryptography-based
malware variants, along with adaptive malware that self-configures based on the environment it detects
when activated [3, 4]. In addition, approaches to intrusion that guarantee persistent elevated privileges
(such as medium-long term social engineering, corporate espionage, and Advanced Persistent
Threat/Nation State) and physical access to workplaces or network entry-points, are becoming much more
common and are unlikely to be detected by traditional approaches to Cybersecurity [2, 3, 5].
To keep up with the rapidly changing landscape of cyber risk, we need new strategies for monitoring,
measurement, and detection. These strategies should:
• allow freedom of use by the end users within an enterprise while still accurately and efficiently detecting
notable deviations from normal patterns of behaviour (behavioural and activity analytics); and
• facilitate visibility of previously unseen threats and threat types (anomaly detection).
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This document will provide an overview of ResponSight's innovative approach to these problems. The next
section will describe two key areas of cybersecurity – threat detection and enterprise risk measurement –
and the need for more sophisticated approaches in each. Following this, we will introduce various
techniques in machine learning, data science, and artificial intelligence and elucidate their role in
developing a more sophisticated cyber solution.

The need for stronger threat detection &
enterprise cyber risk management
With the rapid development of more sophisticated and effective hacking and intrusion techniques,
Cybersecurity and cyber crime has an estimated global cost of $600 billion annually (0.8% global GDP) [6],
with an average cost per breach of $3.86 million [7]. As a result, notable changes are now being made to
security policy and privacy legislation around the world, such as the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) in Europe [8] and the Notifiable Data Breaches (NDB) scheme in Australia [9]. These changes
highlight the pervasiveness of cyber crime and the importance of accurate measures of exposure to cyber
risk in making business and strategy decisions.
Growing awareness and concern around cyber crime and the global expansion of the regulatory
environment has resulted in greater pressure being placed on enterprises and individuals to understand,
measure, and monitor their risks and exposures to cyber crime. Given the size of the challenge, enterprises
need a detailed and multipronged strategy encompassing the related but distinct areas of threat detection
and cyber risk management. An effective approach to Cybersecurity should include both enterprise risk
and threat detection pieces, with each providing real-time information to executives and security team
members.

“An effective approach to Cybersecurity should include
both enterprise risk and threat detection pieces, with
each providing real-time information to executives and
security team members.”
Threat detection refers to the detection of actual breaches into the infrastructure of an enterprise,
preferably in real time. Threat detection has been a component of legacy cybersecurity software for some
time, largely with a focus on the detection of known or calculated malicious software, files, and activity
patterns. With the aforementioned evolution of cyber threats to modern enterprises, new approaches to
threat detection that include a broader set of previously unseen anomalous behaviours and activities are
required.
Whereas threat detection refers to the detection of actual breaches into the infrastructure of an
enterprise, preferably in real time, enterprise Cybersecurity risk management refers to understanding and
mitigating the level of exposure of an enterprise to potential cyber attacks. Traditional approaches to cyber
risk measurement have relied on the periodic and often manual completion of risk assessments, reviews
against security standards (such as ISO and NIST), and penetration tests. It is becoming increasingly
apparent that these approaches to risk measurement are generally inconsistent, unfocused and often
based on subjective assessments that are difficult to replicate and repeat over time. New approaches to
Cybersecurity require supporting changes to objective and repeatable risk measurement, at a point in time
and over time. Clear visibility and understanding of the state of risk is critical for the enterprise to make
prioritized decisions about responding to and mitigating changes in risk.
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Importantly, enterprise risk measurement serves a different, though complementary, function to more
classical (and technical) cyber threat detection. Enterprise cybersecurity risk refers to measures that
respond to changes in the likelihood, ease of detection, and potential severity of cyber incidents and
events. As a general example, with all other factors being equal, a company whose users are able to install
custom software on endpoint devices will have a higher level of Cybersecurity risk than a company whose
endpoint software is prescribed more strictly. Risk measures should be responsive as business practices
evolve, affording decision-makers with the ability to gauge the effectiveness of operational changes.
Meanwhile, cyber risk measurement also needs to identify changes in activities and behaviours, from
which decisions can be made about whether those shifts represent an immediate or strategic risk to the
business.

Fig. 1

Anomaly detection describes the identification
of behaviour which is unexpected in the
context in which it is observed. Simultaneous or
consecutive anomalies across independent
data streams are particularly unlikely under
normal usage and should be flagged
accordingly.

Enterprise cyber risk can be calculated by
aggregating the risk presented by each of the
machines and users within the organisation.
Tracking this over time can provide early
warnings of increasing risk or verification of the
effectiveness of investments or policy changes
made.

Predictive modelling for anomaly detection
A key challenge in the detection of cyber breaches or changes in cyber risk is that there often exists no
useful historical data that can be used for characterization. Since the most dangerous and costly cyber
attacks are novel, it does not suffice to develop systems that can identify only known threats or that use
models of known threats to infer new threats. An effective cyber defence needs to be able to respond to
malicious behaviour, regardless of whether it has been observed before. In data science terminology, this
means that solutions cannot rely upon labelled data for predicting or detecting breaches.
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As a result, the identification of potentially malicious activity is better framed as an anomaly detection
problem: the observation of patterns in data that differ from previously observed patterns, regardless of
how they differ. A potential way to achieve this is to repurpose supervised predictive models to perform
unsupervised anomaly detection.
Machine learning and artificial intelligence rely heavily on the application of models that learn to predict
the value of one or more measures based on other available data. As a general-purpose example in
cybersecurity, consider an algorithm that is able to determine the program running on a computer given
only the memory usage, CPU usage, and network activity of that program. Algorithms such as this can come
in many forms (artificial neural networks, gradient boosting machines, and random forests to name just a
few), each with different proficiencies and shortcomings. To develop predictive algorithms, they are trained
to encode information present in historical data containing both model outputs (i.e., the measures the
model is aiming at predicting) and model inputs (i.e., the measures that the model uses to predict the
output). Well-designed predictive models can encode complex, nonlinear relationships between the model
inputs and outputs. These learned relationships describe aspects of the historical, or normal, dependencies
within the data. Continuing with the example from above, a model may learn that a particular program can
only be uniquely identified by a specific pattern of remote connections coincident with a rise in CPU usage.

“The key to successful anomaly detection, where the
precise definition of the events we want to detect is
unknown, is to have a system that accurately encodes
the relationships in the data we can collect, and respond
to collected data that is at odds with those expected
relationships .”
As mentioned above, it is possible to apply predictive modelling to the problem of anomaly detection. The
key to successful anomaly detection, where the precise definition of the events we want to detect is
unknown, is to have a system that (1) accurately encodes the relationships in the data we can collect and (2)
respond to collected data that is at odds with those expected relationships. By developing collections of
predictive models of various data components (e.g., predicting process from CPU & memory, predicting
endpoint from network activity, etc.) we are able to encode complex relationships that define the normal
operation modes of each computer and an organization more generally. When the predictive ability of one
or more of these models decreases, it indicates a break from the historical relationships in the data: an
anomaly.
These sophisticated profiles of historic behaviour across an enterprise’s computers are valuable for both
anomaly detection and for measuring enterprise cyber risk. Patterns of behaviour that deviate from
expectations across one or more of these models represent anomalous activity that can be flagged and
reviewed to determine if they represent an active threat. Equally importantly, the profile of current activity
relative to historic behaviour across the enterprise provides a measure of the business’ current cyber risk
exposure and highlights opportunities that exist to reduce that risk. For example, an enterprise with very
consistent modelled behaviour across machines and time will have significantly lower cyber risk because of
the relative ease of identifying future abnormal activity. Conversely, if certain types of behaviour can be
less well profiled (either for individuals, within certain departments, or for particular types of activity), this
represents a relative weak point in an organization’s cybersecurity that can be addressed (either by
changing behaviour or policy, or by investing in additional technology) to reduce cyber risk. Using
predictive models of relationships that are expected to change in the event of malicious activity, this
approach allows for a balance between domain knowledge and pure history-driven anomaly detection.
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Fig. 2

A simple example of applying anomaly detection to cybersecurity would measure average network
activity from an endpoint by time of day. If on a given day, high activity was observed at a time
when the machine is normally quiet, this would count as an anomaly.

Word embeddings and privacy-preserving
analytics
Many sources of data collected for cybersecurity are categorical and extremely high-dimensional, such as
user IDs, file names & paths, IP addresses, and process names. Although this information is extremely rich,
its discrete nature makes it challenging to apply in a generalized way to anomaly detection or cyber risk
measurement. Rich data is also often identifying or sensitive and should be obfuscated prior to being sent
to a third-party for analysis, precluding any meaningful interpretation by a human. Each of these
challenges can be overcome using techniques known as word embeddings.
Much like the aforementioned sources of cyber data, words present in text are a high-dimensional,
categorical data source. Word embedding is a technique developed in Natural Language Processing where
machine learning models learn to interpret the meaning and relationships between words and phrases.
These models, which are often neural networks, work by mapping words onto a spatial representation
where different directions represent different features. For example, words such as “table” and “desk” will
get mapped to similar locations in the embedding space and will be near to other inanimate objects. In
contrast, “dog” and “cat” will occupy a very different location. Using work embeddings, models can
interpret the quality, meaning, or type of word, as opposed to the actual word itself.

Fig. 3

Process embeddings aim to colocate processes with similar
behaviour. These embeddings
are a valuable input into
anomaly detection and
enterprise risk analytics since
they allow interpretation of
the behaviour of learned
classes of process.
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Similarly, embeddings can be used to endow sources of data in Cybersecurity with meaning, adding
substantial benefit to analytics solutions. An example two-dimensional word embedding of process names is
shown above, highlighting the ability of the model to group similar processes together. The algorithm learns
by observing the sequences of processes that start on a machine and is able to identify processes that
commonly start in a similar context. For example, Google Drive and Dropbox are both file sharing software
and an appropriate embedding algorithm will learn to place them near each other.
In addition to the interpretative power of embeddings, they also enable for the preservation of client data
security and privacy through anonymization and obfuscation. Since these algorithms require only the
sequence of information and not that the information be human-interpretable, all sensitive data can be
encoded prior to performing analytics without any loss of performance. Privacy-preserving analytics such as
these are critical lest attempts to mitigate exposure to cyber risk inadvertently open new vectors for attack.

Deep learning
Artificial neural networks, deep learning, and artificial intelligence have received unprecedented attention
in recent years. This is due to their ability to solve a wide range of complex and novel problems in areas such
as facial recognition, driverless cars, natural language processing, and fraud detection, among many others.
By drawing analogies to well-developed applications of deep learning and developing novel network
architectures and learning algorithms, deep learning can also be applied to the problem of cyber risk and
anomaly detection with substantial benefit.

“By drawing analogies to well-developed applications of
deep learning and developing novel network
architectures and learning algorithms, deep learning
can also be applied to the problem of cyber risk and
anomaly detection with substantial benefit.”
Unlike other algorithms in machine learning and applied statistics, neural networks are remarkably flexible
in their structure, allowing for any number and dimensionality of inputs and outputs, any number of nodes
(i.e., neurons) and layers within the network, and even allowing for recurrence in the flow of information to
allow for an artificial version of memory. Due to the array of complex data originating from disparate
sources that must be examined in cyber security, the flexibility and effectiveness of neural networks and
deep learning offer promising opportunities for sophisticated and effective risk measurement and anomaly
detection.

Machine and user recognition
If an attacker or malicious entity gains access, either physically or remotely, to a computer within an
organization, it is crucial that the change in behaviour on that endpoint be observed and identified by
monitoring systems. This poses a challenge, not only due to the wide range of techniques that may be
deployed to conceal their presence, but also the potentially large number of endpoints and users within
large organizations. To detect a single machine being compromised, we need a model of normal for every
computer and user.
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In general, this problem is intractable due to the large number of distinct endpoints with unique patterns of
behaviour, making it easy for an attack to be hidden in the noise. Historically the problem has been poorly or
incompletely addressed, using unreliable or incomplete data (often from network-based sources), and
applying simplistic rules to draw conclusions when specific learnt or known triggers are or are not present.
However, by drawing an analogy between this problem and that of facial recognition, a solution can be
proposed.
In applications such as social media and surveillance, neural networks have become the prominent
technique for effectively characterizing and identifying faces in images given tens of thousands of unique
identities. This works in a similar way to word embeddings (see above), in which a neural network interprets
the data in an image and projects it into an abstract spatial representation where different dimensions
correspond to different characteristics (e.g., hair colour). Similar faces are projected to similar locations,
allowing for a level of clustering. When the neural network projects to a location away from a particular
cluster, it indicates that the face does not belong to a person whose face is within the cluster.

Fig. 4

Each dot represents a learned embedding for individual hours on a collection of the machines,
based on the behaviour observed for the machine in the hour. The colour of the dots identifies
the machine, demonstrating the embeddings for a given machine generally cluster together.
The set of embeddings for a single machine are highlighted (purple). These generally cluster
together and, where they do, their statistical profiles are similar. There are few anomalous hours,
whose embeddings are far from the cluster centroid, which would indicate periods of heightened
risk for the machine.
By analogy, this application can be translated to the problem of cybersecurity anomaly detection and
enterprise risk measurement more generally. Given sufficiently rich data recording the wide array of activity
occurring on a computer, and an appropriate neural network architecture, it is possible to train networks
that encode the behaviour typical to large sets of machines and users. When abnormal activity occurs on an
endpoint, the neural network encoding deviates rapidly from the normal cluster and an anomaly can be
flagged. Models such as these can be readily deployed in online systems, allowing for both real-time learning
(i.e. updating) of the model given up-to-date data and real-time recognition and risk measurement.
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Putting it all together
Existing systems, even when configured and deployed in ideal circumstances, require skilled and
experienced resources to manage and oversee their operation. Large numbers of false positives (and
complete misses) are a substantial drain on security resources and increase the likelihood of true threats
slipping through the cracks. With a broader set of input data than that common to centralized SIEM and
more recent Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) or User and Entity Behavioural Analytics (UEBA)
approaches, it is possible to model changes in risk to inform and prioritize output from existing systems and
technology investments. Doing so effectively requires the application of machine learning and artificial
learning approaches applied to great effect in fields such as image recognition and natural language
processing.
These approaches are valuable to large enterprises, who are reluctant to displace existing technologies that
still have significant utility but would benefit greatly from improved efficiency and precision. Unique
approaches like enterprise risk profiling will finally allow businesses to drive strategy and prioritize decision
making, rather than simply relying on whatever their current tech might tell them. Threat and breach
detection alone are no longer sufficient for prioritized business decision making, where the reliability of the
human effort required to distil outcomes is reducing overall effectiveness. Objective enterprise risk
measurement at a point in time and over time, from a single device aggregated up to cover the entire
organization, is necessary for existing technology to be more effective and efficient in operation while
reducing operational and personnel overhead.
Advanced data science and artificial intelligence capabilities and the ability to deploy highly adaptive
analytics will make it harder for abnormal behaviour to hide inside the “noise” of enterprise environments.
New methods such as these also provide broad insights to executives and boards concerning the state of
enterprise risk, and for the first time allow risk to drive the Cybersecurity discussion rather than technology
alone.
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